Apollo Preliminary Science Report Nasa Sp 235
prelin1l[nary science lleport - nasa - apollo 11 mission was only a beginning, however. subsequent
missions will reflect more ambitious scientific objectives and will include more comprehensive observations
and measurements at a variety of lunar sites. this document is a preliminary report of the initial scientific
observations resulting from the apollo 11 mission. preliminary seience report - nasa - xii apollo 12
preliminary science report camera, and the surveyor 3 scoop. stereoscopic and black-and-white still cameras
were used to document sample collection and the traverse. as on apollo 11, crew mobility was excellent
through out the total 7-hr-and-46-min extravehicular activity period. another rest period and a final checkout
pre apollo 17: preliminary science report - netlify - apollo 17: preliminary science report - to save apollo
17: preliminary science report ebook, make sure you click the link under and download the ebook or have
accessibility to other information which are relevant to apollo 17: preliminary science report ebook.
preliminary science report, charged particle lunar ... - mind, we report here the following preliminary
observations. 1. detection of stable, low-energy photoelectron fluxes at the lunar surface. 2. observation of
plasma clouds produced by the impact of the apollo 14 lunar module ascent stage. 3. observations of rapidlyfluctuating low-energy (50 - 200 ev) electrons in the magnetosheath and apollo 15: galileo & lunar gravity
experiment - mission controller joe allen wrote in the apollo 15 preliminary science report: during the final
minutes of the third extravehicular activity, a short demonstration experiment was conducted. a heavy object
(a 1.32-kg aluminum geological hammer) and a light object (a 0.03-kg falcon feather) were apollo ray scienceiencemag - apollo 16 soil sample 61221 con-tains an unusually large amountof low-5 january 1973 *
this is a condensation and revision of a report by the apollo field geology investi-gation team for the national
aeronautics and space administration, for the apollo 16 preliminary science report. the condensers, g. e. utlrich
(u.s. geological survey, flag- apollo 16 rock samples: basic inventory - nasa - apollo 16 rock samples:
basic inventory the following pages are an inventory of all numbered apollo 16 rock samples and are updated
from the apollo 16 sample information catalog (1972); regolith and core ... apollo 16 preliminary science report
(1972), bailey and ulrich (1978), and afgit (1981). the . the apollo 15 mission - nasa - photography and
chemical data provided more information. the apollo 15 mission was the first devoted almost entirely to
science, and the first to use a rover vehicle which considerably extended the length of the traverses, from a
total of 3.5 km on apollo 14 to . 25.3 km during three separate traverses on apollo 15 (fig. 3). the collected ...
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